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Making Points Act Like AutoCAD® Land Desktop: Sit, Roll 
Over, and Lay(er) Down!

Learn the secret to getting your AutoCAD® Civil 3D ® 2008 points to be on their own layers. 
Just like in AutoCAD Land Desktop, you will learn how to take your Civil 3D description keys 
and have them behave like they're supposed to. You'll learn how point label styles and point 
styles affect your points, which layers they go on, and how the labels will display and feel. You 
will see why Civil 3D is so much more than LDT.
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Introduction 

In this class students will learn how to get your Civil 3D points to behave like we did in Land desktop: By 
layer. This can only be done by fully learning how description keys work in Civil 3D. We will first learn the 
difference between Civil 3D description keys and Land Desktop description keys. And then we will learn 
how we can transfer our old Land Desktop description keys into Civil 3D and then message them to do 
what we want. We want them to be layer dependent so we can isolate the points by layer with the layer 
manager. 

Land Desktop Description Keys 

Below you will see a typical numerical Land Desktop description key file. With this you can see the five 
columns of data associated with each key:  

Code:  This is what the surveyor would type into the data collector while out in the field. 

Format: This is what LDT would covert the above code too and this is what would be displayed in your 
dwg with each point. 

Point Layer: This is the layer that both the point marker and point style would reside on. 

Symbol Name: This is the name of the block that would be inserted with the point is called out here in 
this column. If nothing is in this column then no block would be used and only the point marker called out 
in the point’s settings would be displayed. 

Symbol Layer: This is the layer that the above symbol would reside on. 

 

It should be noted here 
that with LDT description 
keys we can also control 
with wildcards other 
functions like rotation 
and scaling of the 
inserted symbols. 
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 Civil 3D 2009 Description Keys 

Below you will see a typical numerical Land Desktop description key file. With this you can see the 
thirteen columns of data associated with each key:  

 

Code: This is what the surveyor would type into the data collector while out in the field. This can be 
either Alpha or Numerical. 

Point Style: This controls what is displayed at the point marker and what layers both the 
marker/symbol and text labels go on, if we let it!! 

Point Label Style: The controls what the text point label will display. This style ultimately controls 
what text will be displayed and how it will look. Remember this can be set as per code, meaning we can 
show only Elevation for one code and Elevation/Desc/Pt number for another code all during the same 
download of points.  I.E. Existing ground shots could have only their elevations displayed while the 
adjacent Hydrant could have Elev/Desc/Pt displayed and even rotated 90degrees if we so desire. 

Format: This is what Civil 3D would covert the above code too and this is what description you will see 
displayed in your dwg with each point. Wild cards could be added here to add in more text. Please refer 
to the C3D help menu for more info on wild cards. 

Layer: This is the layer that both the point label and point marker/symbol would reside on, again if we 
let it! Keyword here is both; ask yourself do we really want both the text and marker to be on the same 
layer? 

Scale Parameter: This tells which parameter of the code is the scale factor.   

i.e. TREE 24 would insert a TREE with a scale factor of 24. The data after the first space after the Code 
is parameter 1, the second space after the Code would be Parameter 2 etc.  Hint: If you use something 
like 12 or 24 assuming tree base size in inches then toggle on the fixed scale factor column and change 
this to 0.08333; this will scale the tree symbol down to look more like what our topo drawings prefer, if not 
then the symbol in C3D comes in like it is 24ft in diameter.  Good for Landscape architecture drawings but 
too big for most civil drawings.  

Apply to x-y: With this toggled the scale factor would only be applied to the x-y axis of the symbol and 
not the Z. 

Apply to Z: With this toggled the scale factor would only be applied to the Z axis of the symbol and not 
the x-y.  But if both are toggled then the scaling would be applied to all three axis. 
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Fixed Scale: Instead of relying on the above scale parameter a hard coded scale could be applied. 
See Scale parameter for an example. 

Use Drawing Scale: This would force the symbol to scale as per the dwg and/or layout scale. 

Rotation Parameter: As like with the scale parameter this would determine with parameter of the 
description to use to determine the rotation of the symbol.   

Fixed Rotation: This will rotate the symbol/marker a fix rotation. 

Rotation Direction: This will determine the direction of rotation the above Rotation Parameter will 
affect the symbol/marker. 

 

Importing from existing Keys from Land Desktop: 

Now with this in mind let see what happens when we do a direct import of Land Desktop description keys 
directly into C3D using the only means currently given to us by Autodesk. 

1.) Start a new dwg with a template called acad.dwt. 

2.) Then we will do a save and call this Keys.dwg. 

3.) Next we are going to do a direct import of Land 
desktop data directly into C3D.  

4.) Go to File>Import? Import Data from Land 
Desktop. At the right is the menu that will come 
up. In here you will first need to browse to the 
path of your projects and then in the project 
name you will need to pick a project that has 
your current description keys in it.   

5.) Next you will toggle off everything in the lower 
window and only select Description Keys. Click 
apply and your keys are now in C3D, sort of! 

 

 Now for the fun part.  
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Below is what you will now see in the Settings tab of your Toolspace.  I have left out a few columns that 
are typically used by wildcards; we won’t be discussing them here. What we do care about is the five 
columns starting from the left: Code, Point Style, Point Label Style, Format and Layer. To get Civil 3D 
description keys to work the way we need them, three of the five columns will now need to be edited. But 
first let’s discuss what these three columns really do in Civil 3D. 

 

Layer: In C3D this controls what layer the whole point goes on, this includes both the label and 
marker/symbol.  Just like in LDT. But Civil 3D can do better! 

Point Label Style: This is only in C3D, this controls how the Label/text will look. 

Point Style: This is also only in C3D, this controls what will be displayed at the marker location and 
more importantly what layers the marker/symbol and label components will reside on. 
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Now let’s dig a little deeper into all of this. 

Layer 

This controls what layer the whole point goes onto. Bad? Yes it is, because this will take away our power 
to turn on/off and freeze/thaw the labels and markers/symbols.  

Example:  Existing ground shots; for our final topo drawings we will probably freeze these off for plotting 
purposes, right! And how about Power Pole shots? We typically want the symbol displayed but the 
marker and label turn off, right? If so then this will be impossible if we leave C3D to assign a layer here 
other than Layer 0. What happens here is if we assign a layer to this other than layer 0, then the point will 
totally resided on that particular layer, and if we should freeze that layer then everything about that point 
will also freeze, not necessarily good. So we will need to manually set this column to layer 0. 

 

 

 

Why layer zero? Remember C3D points and all other C3D objects act like blocks, and if we put a block on 
a certain layer and then freeze that layer, what happens? The whole block freezes, correct? Now if we 
should put that same block on layer zero, what happens, nothing, correct? Now the layers that are inside 
the block will take precedent and they will remain visible unless we also freeze them. More on this in the 
Point Styles.  
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Point Label Style:  

We are not going to get deep into the 
Point Label other than to stress the 
importance of the General Tab you see 
above.  You can see from above that 
C3D has the layer for the Labels going to 
the V-NODE-TEXT layer.  We need to 
change this to Layer 0.  

Point Style:  

I’m going to use the default Utility Pole 
point style as an example of a point that 
uses a block for the marker. Now let’s do 
an edit of this Utility Pole.  Click on the 

  and pick “edit current selection”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now you will see below: 
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Let’s now talk about each tab and what they will do for you. 

Information Tab: 
Tells us the name of this 
style, who originally 
created it and who last 
edited it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marker Tab:  This area 
is where we tell what to 
display at the marker, 
either a custom marker 
(i.e. Circle with X) or a 
particular symbol/block. 
You have the choice of 
displaying either one or 
the other but not both. As 
for the size I would leave 
this on the default “Use 
drawing scale”, this will 
allow C3D to control the 
size of the 
marker/symbols based on 
the scale of the current 
layout. 
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3D Geometry Tab: 

This is where we tell the point how to display when it is in a 3D view. Typically we leave this at the default 
of Use Point Elevation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Display Summary Tab:  

This where we control the layers of not just the point’s marker/symbol but also the point label. 

What we want to do here is click on the layer column of the marker component.   
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Now you should see the layer listing and you’ll see the V-NODE-POLE layer high-lighted. Click on the 
upper right  

 button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under Layer name enter in:  

V-NODE-UTIL-POWER-POLE-SYMBOL 

The key here is the word SYMBOL. If this 
description key had been for something like a 
Flowline shot of Existing Ground shot then we 
would have used the word MARKER instead. 
Anything that inserts a block we should use 
the word SYMBOL or BLOCK, you decide. 

What we are doing here is insuring that the 
point’s marker/symbol is separated onto it 
own layer, so latter when we need to isolate 
the symbol or marker for display purposes we 
can. 

Now click ok and ok again. Do the same now 
for the Label component. This time we will use 
the layer name V-NODE-UTIL-POWER-
POLE-LABEL. 

 

When you are done the Point Style Display 
tab should look something life this. 
Remember to leave everything set to Bylayer. 
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Summary: This is just a quick overview of all of the previous tabs. 

 

When we are done here with the edits the description key now for Code 52 should look like this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now what will happen when a survey shot comes in with a description of “52”. 

The point will come in with a new description of LT-POLE, that will assume the layers of V-NODE-UTIL-
POWER-POLE-SYMBOL and V-NODE-UTIL-POWER-POLE-LABEL, and a block called Utility Pole will 
now be inserted instead of a marker. 
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Now lets play with our layers and see our hard work pay off.  

 

I have the layer 
manager up and you 
can now see the two 
new layers I created 
for the Power Pole. 

V-NODE-UTIL-
POWER-POLE-
SYMBOL 

 

V-NODE-UTIL-
POWER-POLE-
LABEL 

If I turn off the LABEL 
layer you will now only 
see the symbol. 

 

 

If I now turn the SYMBOL layer off and the LABEL layer on, 
you will see this. Label only. 

 

Bingo! This is exactly what we want! Total control on what we 
want to see, all by turning layers off and on, freeze or thaw. End of story, well not quite, repeat the above 
steps for each description key you have.  Now the real fun begins! This will take about a day per hundred 
keys! Or if you had seen my AU Class at the end of the class I demonstrated a 3rd party utility by Robert 
Steltman. Go to his web site for a demo on how the above can now be completed in about 1 minute.   
www.rsteltman.com 

Conclusion: The key to this lesson is to remember what to set to layer 0. The point style layers will 
only work if you have set the description key layer to 0 and the point label style layer to layer 0. 
 
*Please check my block after AU for an updated copy of this handout.  www.c3dtrixbybillneu.com 
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